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The “ENVIROGEODAT” computerised data base management system was designed in 1992 by the Geological Institute of 
Hungary as part of a project on environmental geology.

The intention was to create a comprehensive system that included a range of data for environmental conservation and all the geo
logical parameters necessary for the assessment of environmental conditions. In the course of environmental geological monitoring 
of potentially endangered regions the data base system would help in identifying, preventing and remedying ecological problems. The 
work was to proceed in three directions at once: creating the data base, modelling the environment and expert assessment. This paper 
is a summary of the design of the system.

Introduction

There is an urgent and ever increasing need in Hungary 
for the quick retrieval o f geological data especially on 
environmental geological conditions, on geological haz
ards and on pollution, covering both existing and potential 
problems. The efficient handling o f such large amounts of 
information requires a computer DBMS with powerful 
hardware.

The DBMS should preferably include a wide spectrum 
o f environmentally related data.

In addition, the exponentially increasing number of 
environmental pollution incidents will require a GIS (geo
graphic information system). Both geographical data 
(topography and geomorphology) and geological data 
(stratigraphy, hydrogeology and engineering geology) 
should be included. The computer processing of these data 
makes it possible to construct models for environmental 
geological processes. When the system is extended to 
cover geophysics, biogeography, agro-geology, engineer
ing geology and climate data, these models would serve as 
starting points for the implementation of environmental 
research projects. These are gaining importance and 
become more efficient in the western world.

The computing system o f the Geological Institute of 
Hungary is not standardised yet. Because of this the envi
ronmental geology data base has to be developed from 
scratch. Designing from scratch gives us a free hand, since 
there is no need to accommodate the requirements o f any 
existing data base or programming system already in use

or under development. On the other hand, separate devel
opment may result in incompatibility. Nevertheless, we 
hope that the system will be up to full capacity despite the 
formidable problems both in terms of hardware facilities 
and manpower requirements. The structure o f some o f the 
computer functions is already fairly well defined. The 
existing scattered applications are not forming a coherent 
system yet. The current stage o f design aims to create a 
pilot data base that can form the basis o f the full scale data 
base with added functionality. Individual data groups will 
be added to the data base structure in stages. The order of 
these operations is determined by the design considera
tions outlined above.

Currently available hardware is considered as a basis 
o f further development. Increasing the capacity o f the sys
tem will, o f course, cause changes in the configuration. 
The establishment o f the data base has to proceed in stages 
corresponding to software development and the expected 
expansion o f the hardware.

The design presented here was created in 1992 in the 
scope o f the Project “Examination of Hungary’s environ
mental-geological conditions”.

Structure, contents, functions and development 
schedule of the data base

As already mentioned in the introduction, the plan 
requires a structure more sophisticated than just a simple 
collection o f data. Development activities will be directed



towards three major goals: first, the establishment o f a 
data base, second, the development o f a modelling system, 
and third, the organisation o f technical applications. It is 
too early to go into details o f this last major goal. The draft 
plan contains a preliminary list o f user requirements in the 
field o f computer modelling. The data base will have to 
contain three major groups o f information with data relat
ed to environmental hazards, topography and geology.

The plan is to create the data base in stages. Starting 
with a simple structure it will progressively become more 
sophisticated and comprehensive. Initially it will be main
ly an index to the inventory o f data sources but later stages 
will allow large scale multi-faceted retrievals. Data collec
tion will start with the gathering of information on docu
mented cases of pollution. This will be followed by the 
establishment o f a national data bank.

Data on pollution and damage to the natural environment

This kind o f data includes the location, type and extent 
o f cases o f pollution incidents. There is a requirement for 
the retrieval and selection o f data according to wide rang
ing criteria. Direct availability o f numerical data is impor
tant for statistical analysis.

Topographical data

Cases of pollution are to be displayed on maps. These 
maps will be accompanied by other sheets of the same area 
showing complementary subjects. For further interpretation 
the following data will also be made available: site objects 
(e.g. buildings), survey base data (hydrographic pattern, 
roads and railway lines, industrial objects etc.) and geolog
ical data (including hydrogeology and engineering geolo
gy). The system should ensure access to maps o f regions 
and to site plans o f objects o f environmental impact.

Geological data

This group of data should contain all the fundamental 
geological (lithological, hydrogeological) information that 
may be o f importance for the preparation o f expert’s 
reports on environmental hazards and their prevention. In a 
first approach, this lithological and hydrogeological infor
mation covers data related to single points (boreholes, 
water wells and the hydrogeological observation grid).

Pollution data, we repeat, should be available both as 
text and as graphic information on maps. Criteria for 
retrieval should include selection both by geographical 
coordinates and subject matter.

In order to attain the primary goal geological data 
will be indexed by area and subject. In perspective, since 
the task o f environment protection involves also predic
tion, the data referred to have to be actively used in dif
ferent works o f  planning, too. Thus the major part o f 
geological data should also be rendered available for 
direct access.

The flexible design of the data base is not forcing hier
archical structure on the data. All elements or minor units 
o f each information type are available directly. In this rela

tional data base all independent items o f data are refer- 
' enced by keyed indexes. This allows the storage o f many 
different kinds o f data in the environmental geological 
data base. Some existing applications might access the 
data through front-end programs o f data conversion. On 
the other hand the programming o f planned data base 
applications becomes easier.

In our opinion, the data base of pollution case studies and 
hazards can be completed within three years. Part of the 
development will be the commissioning of the host hard
ware. In the first year (1993) the design of the object orient
ed data will be completed and a program will be developed 
for the loading of data into the data base. Tasks in the second 
year (1994) include the computer processing o f topographi
cal and thematic maps of polluted areas and the preparation 
of a data base management program. These tasks require a 
digitiser and a scanner and significant increase o f storage 
capacity. Similar improvement in productivity is expected in 
the section dealing computer processed topographical data. 
The geological data collected in 1994—95 will be processed 
and integrated into the system in the third year (1995). The 
additional hardware requires the expansion of the computing 
centre by hiring of additional personnel.

Current conditions o f computing capacity and man
power development are not favourable for setting up a 
national data bank. This is therefore one o f the long range 
goals in the strategic plans o f our institute. The effort 
invested in the development o f a data base is most produc
tive if  the data base is used at the highest level possible.

Structure of the data base

1. Data sheet (register o f objects)

Data sheets constitute the only environmental geology 
oriented part o f the data base. If  all data o f the institute 
were kept in a common data bank we could base the pro
cessing of data on the common system, using the program 
to select data on-pollution and hazards to the natural envi
ronment. Initially, however, the results would be poor 
because the available data constitutes an index (or cata- 

. logue) only and programs for interpretation are lacking.
As mentioned above, we have to start the entry of 

index data. There is some hope that a full-scale data base 
o f geological information will become available soon. 
However, the index data are needed most for the daily 
tasks o f our section and they would be very useful to us 
even without geological content.

1.1. Coding o f location
We need a code system that is well known, and publicly 

available for everyone and covers the entire area o f the 
country. For the time being, it seems to be best to use post 
codes. The four digit codes may prove occasionally inade
quate where the same post code covers several jointly 
administered villages. So the introduction of six-digit codes 
seems to be inevitable in the future. Since some objects may 
be saddling the boundaries several adjacent villages, the 
system should be capable to store up to five code numbers.



1.2. Name
The official name o f the object as a string o f up to 100 

characters.
1.3. Land registry entry number o f the plot
1.4. Type
Type classification o f important actual or potential 

sites of pollution.
1.5. Condition o f the object
An informal description o f an object or area e.g. rela

tion to built-up zones, condition o f building, etc. Because 
o f the great variability of these parameters it is not worth 
planning separate data fields for the elements o f this 
description. At a later stage o f computer processing these 
data would be relegated to the status o f notes or comments.

1.6. The type of land use
The original and current land use o f an object may be 

quite different (as in the case o f abandoned former military 
bases). Environmental geological evaluation has to con
sider all circumstances.

1.7. Legal ownership
For official investigations and expert advice all the 

data relevant to property ownership rights have to be kept 
up to date. These include:

1.7.1. Responsible government department
1.7.2. Tenant, managing agent, proprietor or its legal 

successor
1.7.3. Changes in progress
This is a data field o f indefinite length ranking as 

“Notes”. It will not be used as a retrieval key (The same 
way as “Type of land use”, 1.6.).

1.8. Location
1.8.1. County
1.8.2. Settlement (village or town)
1.8.3. Co-ordinates o f the geometric centre o f  the 

object
1.8.4. Co-ordinates o f the boundary comer points o f 

the object
This data group may contain up to 20 point coordi

nates, or 20 x 3 values. Should an object consists o f sev
eral disconnected lots these are to be described separately 
especially if  they serve for different purposes.

1.9. Parameters o f the pollution
1.9.1. Area polluted
1.9.2. Data of pollution
This group needs a different data structure because the 

time distribution o f the pollution is also to be recorded.
1.9.2.1. Character o f pollution
The character o f pollution is classified according to the 

national register o f hazardous waste.
1.9.2.1.1. Waste o f plant and animal origin
1.9.2.1.2. Waste from chemical processes
1.9.2.1.3. Herbicides, insecticides, wood preservatives 

and pharmaceutical waste
1.9.2.1.4. Oil industry and petroleum product wastes
1.9.2.1.5. Waste from the production and use o f organic 

solvents, paints, lacquers, adhesives, putties, glues and resins
1.9.2.1.6. Plastic and rubber waste
1.9.2.1.7. Textile waste

1.9.2.1.8. Other chemical process waste
1.9.2.1.9. Other special waste
This is the top-level classification o f pollutants. The 

detailed classification is reached through a hierarchy of 
menus. The aim is to classify the type o f hazard. The actu
al polluting substance is recorded in subsequent fields 
after the classification.

1.9.2.2. The measured extent o f pollution
This data set is stored in a separate table. Rows o f this 

table will contain actual measurement values o f chemical 
substances at reference sites. The table will have 10 rows, 
so up to 10 different substances can be recorded. Each of 
the columns o f the table will contain the array o f concen
trations measured at a given date. The unit o f measure
ment will be entered in a separate field.

Potential uses o f the data include:
—  Location classification by post codes allows cross 

referencing between these and other groups o f data (maps, 
borehole logs etc.) which may be entered later. A topo
graphical index map may be created for each town or vil
lage showing the different objects e.g. boreholes.

—  The classification by pollutant may be used as the 
basis o f statistical reports and comprehensive studies of 
individual counties or the whole country. In addition, 
retrieval by type should facilitate investigation o f case 
studies involving similar pollutants.

—  Retrieval by location or area should be possible. It 
should be possible to formulate queries containing both 
geographic and other retrieval criteria like land use.

—  Retrieval should be possible by pollutant class 
either as the single key or in combination with geographic 
location code.

—  Other environmental hazards than pollution may 
be covered at a later stage. These include problems for 
construction and agriculture like mining subsidence in 
areas affected by underground or open cast mining. The 
data base program should be capable o f further exten
sion.

—  Pollution is by far the most important environmen
tal hazard for us nowadays. Incorporation o f data on soil 
erosion and landslides in the data base is not required in 
this stage.

2. Topographical maps

Maps and survey plans o f objects form one o f the most 
effective form o f graphic visualisation.

The base map should be available in digitised form 
allowing map transformations such as scaling and com
positing. The area o f Hungary is fully covered by pub
lished topographical maps at scale 1:25,000 and 
1:100,000. To our knowledge coverage at larger scales is 
incomplete. Small scale maps are good for generalisation 
but do not show local details near the objects o f our inter
est. For this, a scale o f 1 : 10,000 would be required.

Such detailed survey o f the whole o f Hungary is, how
ever, beyond the remit o f the institute, let alone our proj
ect. At present we should concentrate on regions already 
suffering environmental damage. I f  complete coverage of



the country is considered as a long term goal then the out
look is hopeful.

2.1. Codes of site identification
Each map should be identified by a single key code. As 

discussed above (1.1.) the retrieval key is the post code 
number. Accordingly, every village should possess its own 
map. The post code connects the area of a village and the 
objects that are located in the area. The retrieval o f map 
sheets will require the handling of up to five code numbers. 
This means that up to five maps will be retrieved for a given 
object. Each code will refer to the map of a different village.

The contents o f the base map and the thematic maps 
should be kept separate. The two groups o f data are of 
equal rank. If  a retrieval query is aimed at retrieving maps 
of an area then the map sheets are the result o f the query 
and the retrieved set o f data does not include other kinds 
o f  information associated with the area. On the other hand 
if  the query aims at an industrial object (economic unit) 
then the maps returned by the query should contain spe
cific information about the particular site.

2.2. Geographic region code
In theory, you can reduce a digitised map without lim

its. Digitised maps can therefore be used to study areas of 
a wide range of sizes. Retrieval o f data for administrative 
regions (e.g. counties) is possible by using post codes. 
Physical geography regions may require the use o f anoth
er code (e.g. the so-called “Little-region code”).

2.3. Geological unit code
Future demand to retrieve by geological regions may 

require the coding o f entries by geological regions.
2.4. The smallest enclosing quadrangle
Several maps may have to be processed and displayed 

on to the screen together. The assembly o f composite maps 
should be an automatic function. Provided there are com
mon reference points (and maybe some overlap) between 
the individual sheets this presents no problem. In our opin
ion, however, the magnitude of the area o f a village can be 
determined easily enough with the Hungarian national grid 
(EOTR) coordinates o f four points. These,points can also 
serve as reference points for the pasting of adjacent sheets.

2.5. Map elements
2.5.1. Contours
The study of the immediate neighbourhood o f objects 

requires large scale maps. The digitisation o f maps o f 1 : 
1000 scale or larger is not currently feasible. Thus, if  nec
essary, enlargements should be made from 1:10,000 scale 
maps. Consequently, all the contours of 1:10,000 scale 
maps have to be digitised. Occasionally the contours can 
be omitted from plotting e.g. in the case o f displaying the 
entire area o f a region or a county.

2.5.2. Spot heights and bench marks
2.5.3. Hydrographic pattern
2.5.4. Road system
2.5.5. Built-up area
2.5.6. Boundaries of geological formations
It is a practical requirement that each category o f the 

map elements mentioned above could be used separately 
or in combination with others. In addition, maps should

show the investigated industrial objects, boreholes, water 
wells and different kinds o f  water works.

3. Special geological information

On certain areas there are more data available than a 
single map could display. On the other hand these data 
may constitute different approaches to the description of 
natural phenomena o f the area (soil science, morphology, 
engineering geology etc.), and the information they con
vey should not be ignored.

A compromise solution is to keep these data archived 
and indexed in the project files but they do not need to be 
digitised. Computer scanning o f the data seems to be sim
plest option which allows the static computer display of 
map documents. O f course, scanned documents require a 
lot o f storage space.

It goes without saying that this solution is not perfect 
and should be used in conjunction with the indexing and 
abstracting of information. This requires its own data 
structure which can be based on the existing classification 
developed for manual records (see paragraphs 3.2 to 3.9).

3.1. Location Code
This code is based on the post code with further digits 

added. A single code is sufficient since this set o f data 
fields is tied to the topographical map o f a given village.

3.2. Geomorphological conditions
Brief descriptions about the subject in note form.
3.3. Spatial position and homogeneity o f formations, 

stratigraphic conditions
3.4. Lithology (sedimentary, volcanic)
3.5. Granulometry, structure and soil mechanical con

ditions
3.6. Tectonic conditions
3.7. Surface movements
3.8. Hydrogeological conditions
3.9. Seismic hazards
3.10. Economic geology, mineral occurrences
3.11. Bibliography o f thematic maps

4. Geological boreholes

All boreholes and wells have to be recorded in the 
computer file: boreholes drilled for regional surveys, 
structural and stratigraphic research and exploration for 
mineral deposits or subsurface waters, irrespective of their 
depth o f completion. On occasion, surface exposures and 
underground workings could also be entered.

4.1. Location code o f site
4.2. Well (or pit) name
4.3. Location o f borehole (exposure)
4.4. Depth of borehole
4.5. Ground water data
4.6. Stratigraphic log
4.7. Reports

5. Water wells

The structure o f this set o f data fields is essentially the 
same as that of the geological boreholes. Some exploration 
wells converted to production wells may appear in both files.



5.1. Location code of site
5.2. Well name
5.3. Type of well
5.4. Location o f well
5.5. Depth
5.6. Filtered formations
5.7. Ground water pumping tests
5.8. Analyses o f water quality
5.9. Reports

6. Springs

6.1. Location code o f site
6.2. Name o f spring
6.3. Type o f spring
6.4. Spring catchment area for drinking water supply
6.5. National grid co-ordinates (EOTR) o f spring
6.6. Reservoir rock
6.7. Analyses o f water quality
6.8. Reports

7. Surface water stations

7.1. Location code o f site
7.2. Name o f station
7.3. Type o f station
7.4. National grid co-ordinates (EOTR)
7.5. Altitude o f water level
7.6. Velocity o f stream
7.7. Spring discharge
7.8. Temperature
7.9. Analyses o f hydro-chemical data

Potential linking of data groups

We mentioned in the introduction the development 
potential of the data base and the expected rewards. The 
data groups listed in the preceding sections will serve as an 
extended index to the available data assuming the imple
mentation o f a suitable retrieval system. Even this would 
represent significant improvement compared to the current 
situation. The question is whether this indexing, extended 
to cover the whole of the country, will pay for itself. This 
partly depends on the initial availability o f software and 
the possibility to reuse the software in the context o f the 
more sophisticated applications o f the future.

We have no current experience o f using computer 
applications programs in the fields o f environmental geol
ogy or nature conservation. Thus it is difficult to forecast 
the future demand for data by computer models. We think 
that there will be a need for flexible graphics plots. 
Besides topographic and generalised base maps o f varied 
contents and size, we need different kinds o f geological 
(lithological, hydrogeological) sections and diagrams.

Hydrogeological and pollution plots are likely to be 
needed showing the change o f element concentrations and 
the amount o f pollutants as a function o f  time. 
Furthermore, cross plots are needed to show the variations 
in such concentrations as a function o f water yield. Other

diagrams will deal simply with the spatial extension of 
pollution. These plots lead to statistical analysis and to the 
use o f geomathematical methods.

Luckily, there is already a good range o f  software 
packages available. The number o f applications is steadily 
increasing. It may be that the data structure required by 
these programs will satisfy future requirements, too. It is 
hoped that the data base can be linked to these high-per
formance processing programs through dozens o f data 
transformation modules. Such developments may eventu
ally lead to an expert system.

Setting up of the Environmental-geological data base

Stage 1
Pollution data (Environmental data base)
Location (administrative subdivisions, grid co-ordinates) 
Object
—  type
—  legal status 
Pollution
—  precise location, extent
—  pollutant classification
—  amount as a function o f time 

Stage 2
Level 1
Topographic base data (GIS)
District map (digitised)
Relief

hydrography 
geological maps 
geomorphological elements 
geophysical data 

Level 2
1. Actual (Computerised register of actual incidents 

o f environmental pollution)
2. Potential (Monitoring o f environmental geological 

hazards for the whole o f Hungary)
Parallel component data bases (data groups that can 
appear independently or joined by relationships) 

Stage 3
Geological data (Geological data base)
Boreholes and sections —  Lithology 
Sampling sites (boreholes, wells, springs, surface 
waters) —  geochemical analyses 

Stage 4
Environmental geology models
Models o f natural processes in affected terrains
Modelling o f pollution
Trend analysis
Computer modelling o f preventive measures 
Technical data can be linked with graphic base as 
required.
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A Magyar Állami Földtani Intézet környezetföldtani kutatási projektje keretében 1992. évben kidolgozták az “ENVIROGEO- 
DAT” számítógépes geoinformatikai rendszer alapját képező adatbázis tartalmi és felépítési tervét.

Az egyszerű adatbankot messze meghaladó a rendszer, mert az általános környezetvédelmi alapdatokon túlmenően a geológiai 
paraméterek mindazon fajtáira kiterjed, amelyek a környezetállapot általános meghatározását, illetve a bekövetkezett ökológiai 
haváriák felderítését és elhárítását lehetővé teszik, a potenciálisan veszélyeztetett régiók rendszeres környezetföldtani megfigyelése 
mellett. A rendszertervezet szükségszerűen három szintű: adatbázis létrehozása, modellalkotás és környezetföldtani szakértői rend
szer működtetése. A végleges kiépítés után a rendszer a környezetszennyezések okainak feltárására, á folyamatok időben és térben 
történő egzakt deffiniálására és a mentés-elhárítás módozataira fog eszközül szolgálni.

A feltöltés, tesztelés és totális működtetés időben négyéves periódust vesz igénybe. A cikkben a szerzők átfogóén ismertetik a 
rendszertervezetet.


